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            Abstract
Sensory, motor and cognitive operations involve the coordinated action of large neuronal populations across multiple brain regions in both superficial and deep structures1,2. Existing extracellular probes record neural activity with excellent spatial and temporal (sub-millisecond) resolution, but from only a few dozen neurons per shank. Optical Ca2+ imaging3,4,5 offers more coverage but lacks the temporal resolution needed to distinguish individual spikes reliably and does not measure local field potentials. Until now, no technology compatible with use in unrestrained animals has combined high spatiotemporal resolution with large volume coverage. Here we design, fabricate and test a new silicon probe known as Neuropixels to meet this need. Each probe has 384 recording channels that can programmably address 960 complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) processing-compatible low-impedance TiN6 sites that tile a single 10-mm long, 70 × 20-μm cross-section shank. The 6 × 9-mm probe base is fabricated with the shank on a single chip. Voltage signals are filtered, amplified, multiplexed and digitized on the base, allowing the direct transmission of noise-free digital data from the probe. The combination of dense recording sites and high channel count yielded well-isolated spiking activity from hundreds of neurons per probe implanted in mice and rats. Using two probes, more than 700 well-isolated single neurons were recorded simultaneously from five brain structures in an awake mouse. The fully integrated functionality and small size of Neuropixels probes allowed large populations of neurons from several brain structures to be recorded in freely moving animals. This combination of high-performance electrode technology and scalable chip fabrication methods opens a path towards recording of brain-wide neural activity during behaviour.
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                    Figure 1: The Neuropixels probe.[image: ]


Figure 2: Recording from large neuronal populations with a single probe in an awake head-fixed mouse.[image: ]


Figure 3: Recording from multiple brain structures in awake head-fixed mice.[image: ]


Figure 4: Recordings from entorhinal and medial prefrontal cortices using chronic implants in unrestrained rats.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Comparison of switchable and active probe options.
a, Cumulative distribution of the single unit peak amplitude from recordings using non-switchable (option 1, blue, n = 5 recordings) or switchable (option 3, green, n = 5 recordings) probes. Each distribution shows an individual recording session; sessions were spike sorted, and the mean waveform on every channel for each unit was computed. The largest absolute peak in the mean waveform on any channel was taken as the amplitude. b, Distribution of mean firing rate across the recording sessions for each sorted unit from non-switchable (blue, n = 119 cells) and switchable (green, n = 294 cells) probes; all recordings with each variant are combined. Switches did not have an appreciable effect on the amplitude or firing rate of recorded units. c, Artefacts in awake head-fixed locomoting mice are similar across passive and active probe options and can be removed by common (median) average referencing. Filtered traces (bandpass 300–3,000 Hz) of 4 channels sampled at different depths (grey) and corrected common average referenced (CAR) traces (red). The CAR corrected traces are obtained by subtracting from each trace the median across all 120 channels (bottom). Figure panel depicts representative examples of artefacts found on both probe options. d, Extracellular spike waveform amplitude (signal), noise amplitude, and spike signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) measured in the cortex in vivo using passive (black) or actively amplified (red) recording sites. Voltage amplitudes are sampled from 250,000 spikes across the entire probe for each experiment (4 experiments with passive (SNR = 8.78 ± 0.52, 95% confidence interval) and 4 with active (SNR = 8.95 ± 0.54) recording sites). Signal-to-noise (right) distributions are similar; P = 0.78, two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum. e, f, Signal-to-noise ratio computed using 200,000 spikes during locomotion (red) or stationary (black) epochs. Recordings with passive sites (3 recordings) are depicted in e and recordings with active sites (4 recordings) in f. SNR distributions are similar during stationary and locomotion epochs with both probe options. Overall, the performance of probes with on-site buffer amplification is similar to that of probes with passive sites and offers no clear advantage in vivo.


Extended Data Figure 2 Impact and chewing transient rejection.
Reduction of interfering transients with CAR post-processing in software. Recordings using external reference on one animal, 6 or 12 trials for each technology option. a, Example signal traces for a phase 3 unbuffered, switched probe in a chronically implanted rat tapped with a cable tie. Shown is the median across all 374 recording sites (red), the raw traces (grey, from 4 adjacent sites), and traces corrected with local CAR (blue; see Methods). b, Impact transient magnitudes for all 4 probe options chronically implanted with external referencing, and corrected with global or local CAR (n = 6 trials, one animal, median ± interquartile range). Probes with unity-gain buffer amplifiers at the sites (options 2 and 4) offer no significant advantage for CAR-processed data over probes without buffers (options 1 and 3). c, Transients as in a, induced by chewing food. d, Comparison of all 4 options, as in b, one animal. Again, there was no significant advantage to buffer amplifiers after CAR correction (two-sample t-test, P = 0.1266, α = 0.05, one-tailed). The median and interquartile ranges are computed from 12 chewing events measured at 270 sites (option 4) or 374 sites (options 1–3). n in b and d represents the number of independent samples (number of sites × number of trials). See Methods for details.


Extended Data Figure 3 Light sensitivity tests.
a, b, A comparison of the light sensitivity of active and passive Neuropixels probes, along with ‘conventional’ Si probes. a, Plot of transient amplitude versus illumination power density for a 5-ms directly applied 473-nm light pulse. Active sites, especially unswitched, were most sensitive. Switched and unswitched passive probes were much less sensitive. In each measurement the 5-ms light pulse was applied singly or in a pulse train at 20 Hz for 1 s. b, Example response to illumination with a 5-ms pulse at the indicated power density. In all cases, probes were illuminated with light from a 100-μm core multimode fibre with the probe immersed in phosphate buffered saline. Below intensities of 10–20 mW mm−2 directly onto the probe, there is no impact on spike detection (see Extended Data Fig. 8) or LFP phase or magnitude determination for passive switched Neuropixels probes. Experiments in a and b were performed once for each probe type. c–e, Neuropixels recording sites were immersed in saline and directly illuminated with blue (465 nm) LED light from a 200-μm diameter, 0.66 numerical aperture (NA) fibre optic cable. Light was delivered with 6 different pulse shapes (ramp, raised cosine, square 1 ms, 10 ms, 100 ms and 1 s) at 3 peak power levels. c, Light power measured with an amplified photodetector for all 18 pulse types. d, e, Artefacts on a representative channel for low (cyan traces), middle (magenta traces) and high (yellow traces) light levels. For reference, the input range of the LFP band (gain of 250×) is overlaid across the LFP plots.


Extended Data Figure 4 Long-term stability studies: effects of shank width, TiN sites and active and switched sites.
a–d, To compare the chronic performance of 50-μm wide and 70-μm wide shanks as well as TiN and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (PEDOT)-coated gold sites, four-shank probes with two shanks of each width were constructed. One version had PEDOT-coated gold sites, and a second had TiN sites. These were tested in separate animals. a, A diagram of the probe geometry for both probes, two of four shanks, a photograph of the distal end of a TiN site shank, and an electron microscopy image of one TiN site. The site is 12 × 12 μm. These probes were chronically implanted in the rat mPFC and recorded in unrestrained animals, without advancing the electrodes, in multiple sessions over a period of 6–8 weeks (further implantation, recording and analysis details are described in the Methods). b, The event rate versus implant age for one of two rats with TiN probes in the mPFC. We define an event as time-coincident spikes recorded on a contiguous group of sites for which the maximum amplitude on any site in the group exceeds the threshold. c, The event rate versus implant age for four rats with one probe each in mPFC: two animals with TiN site probes, two animals with gold-coated PEDOT site probes. Differences in the behavioural state probably contribute to the variability in event rate. d, The event SNR, defined in the Methods. The stability of this signal quality metric suggests that the drop in event rate for PEDOT-1 was due to biological factors unrelated to probe site integrity. e–g, Probes (phase 2) of all four shank designs—passive, active, passive switched and active switched—were implanted chronically in the rat mPFC. Recordings were made at least once per week. Data analysis, the implant method and recording procedures are described in detail in the Methods. There is no apparent downward trend in neural activity by either metric (e, f), thus all four shank technologies can achieve exceptional chronic stability. g, mPFC recording, 200 ms of activity traces and examples of waveforms from two sorted units. Insets, dark lines show average waveform overlaid with 30 randomly selected single event waveforms of a neuron located at the top (green) and bottom (red) of the most distal group of 128 sites.


Extended Data Figure 5 Stability of chronically implanted phase 3 active and switched probe technologies in rats.
a, b, Phase 3 fully integrated probes: two of four designs were implanted in the mPFC of rats as for phase 2 (Extended Data Fig. 4). One probe with amplified sites and two switchable, unamplified probes (the preferred technology) were implanted. Amplified, switchable probes were implanted but were damaged electronically before adequate recording data could be accumulated. There was no indication of activity loss over the 8 weeks of recording (linear regression t-test, one-tailed, P > 0.1) except for the top half of one probe (blue). This good performance was expected based on phase 2 results, but the active and active switched probes are 70-μm wide in phase 3 compared to 50-μm wide for phase 2. See Methods for details of data analysis, the implant method and recording procedures. We define an event as time-coincident spikes recorded on a contiguous group of sites for which the maximum amplitude on any site in the group exceeds the threshold. Across a population of 14 probes chronically implanted in the rat mPFC (phases 2 and 3), we did not observe degradation of spiking activity over 8 weeks (linear regression t-test, single-tailed, P > 0.1, n = 30 sessions). The sole exception to this observation is shown in a and b above (blue). In this case, the top half of the distal most 3.8 mm array lost nearly all activity over the first 30 days, whereas the bottom ~1.9 mm remained stable for the duration of the 8 weeks monitored. A few probe implants became detached from the skull after many months (3 out of 16 implants, 223–482 days after implantation) or surgery wound irritation required the subject animal to be euthanized (but always after at least 20 weeks). c, mPFC recording, 200 ms of activity traces and examples of waveforms from two sorted units. Insets, dark lines show the average waveform overlaid with 30 randomly selected single event waveforms of a neuron located at the top (blue) and bottom (red) of the distal most group of 384 sites.


Extended Data Figure 6 Further examples of LFP data quality.
a, Two example periods of LFP data, over the entire depth of the probe. The data were filtered with a third-order Butterworth low-pass filter with 300 Hz cut-off frequency, but otherwise unprocessed. Only one channel from each depth along the probe is shown, so the total number of plotted traces is 192 rather than 384. Left example shows an epoch without ripples, and right example shows an epoch with a ripple (indicated by red arrow). The ripple is expanded in the inset. b, Quantification of LFP signal amplitude (r.m.s.) across depth. At the right, the anatomical locations of the sections of the probe are depicted, which were determined from histology, part of which is shown in c, along with functional markers such as spike rates and amplitudes. c, Histological section depicting the location of the probe (stained with DiI) as it passed through the hippocampus. d, Theta-filtered LFP. The same data from a (left) were filtered with a third-order bandpass Butterworth filter between 4 and 10 Hz, and are here depicted as a colour map to emphasize the phase inversion at the CA1 pyramidal layer (indicated by the red dashed line).


Extended Data Figure 7 Spike band signal quality across brain areas and multiple acute recordings.
a, For each channel in each brain area, the number of neurons with a mean waveform greater than 20 μV was counted (‘density’). b, For each neuron recorded in each brain area, the number of channels on which that neuron produces a mean waveform above 20 μV (‘spread’) was counted. In a separate set of experiments, the same probe was used for a series of 12 acute in vivo recordings in 10 animals across 4 months. c, The signal quality of each recording was computed by measuring the amplitude of detected spikes relative to the detection threshold within a 30 s selection of the recording. The detection threshold used was always 5 times the standard deviation (σ) of the mean signal. d, The mean (±s.e.m.; n = 200) ratio of the ninetieth percentile (blue), fiftieth percentile (red) and tenth percentile (green) to the 5σ detection threshold across all channels with an event, for each recording.


Extended Data Figure 8 Recording during optogenetic stimulation of excitatory and inhibitory cell populations.
a, b, A Neuropixels probe was inserted into the primary visual cortex of a Rorb-Cre;Ai32 mouse expressing channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) in Rorb-positive cells, which are primarily excitatory neurons of layer 4. Stimulation was carried out with a 465 nm LED coupled to a 200-μm, 0.66 NA fibre optic cable placed on the surface of the cortex approximately 1 mm from the recording site. Each trial (n = 20) consisted of a raised cosine light pulse 1 s in duration, with a peak intensity of 300 mW mm−2. a, Average multiunit firing rate across 250 channels, aligned to the start of the optogenetic stimulus. Location of the brain surface is marked with a white line. b, Average LFP band response to the optogenetic stimulus for 125 channels along the left edge of the probe (a subset of the sites in a). c, d, A Neuropixels probe was inserted into the primary visual cortex of a PV-Cre;Ai32 mouse expressing ChR2 in parvalbumin (PV)-positive cells, which are primarily fast-spiking inhibitory neurons. Stimulation was carried out with a 470 nm laser focused to a ~150 μm diameter spot on the surface of the cortex at the recording site. Each trial (n = 15) consisted of a 500 ms, 40 Hz raised cosine light pulse train, with a peak intensity of 25 mW mm−2. c, Average multiunit firing rate (regular-spiking waveforms only) across 150 channels, aligned to the start of the optogenetic stimulus. Location of the brain surface is marked with a white line. d, Average LFP band response to the optogenetic stimulus for 75 channels along the left edge of the probe (a subset of the sites in c). e–i, Light artefact and detection of optogenetically driven spikes in a PV-Cre;Ai32 mouse. e, Raw data for a single trial with optical transients at onset and offset of light stimulation. f, The same trial and channel as e, after the light-evoked transient was reduced by subtraction of the median of the activity across all channels as in Extended Data Fig. 1. Spike times identified by the spike sorting algorithm are indicated with circles below the trace. g, Zoomed in view of the period of light stimulation. h, The average number of spikes, for this unit, during light stimulation. Each bin is 1.7 ms. i, Overlaid waveforms for three spikes during light stimulation (blue) and outside of light stimulation (black).


Extended Data Figure 9 Stability of a probe implanted chronically in a mouse over 21 weeks.
a, A chronically implanted mouse, 85 days after probe implantation. The subject was a male C57BL/6J mouse, 92 days old at the time of probe implant. The probe is protected by a custom plastic enclosure. Total implant weight was approximately 3.0 g, including the metal headplate (bar with side holes) that was used to fix the head during recordings. b, Firing rate across the probe, measured by counting spikes with amplitude >50 μV trough-to-peak at each depth as a function of days since implantation. Day 0 was recorded in the anaesthetized condition during implantation; all subsequent days were recorded during wakefulness. c, Total summed firing rate across all channels, showing a decrease in the few days after implantation followed by mostly stable high-yield recordings for a period of 153 days, after which time the experiment was ended by experimenter decision. d, Example waveforms from three putative frontal cortical neurons and one neuron in the lateral septal nucleus recorded on day 153 after implantation. Probe icon at the right depicts the location of the waveforms on the probe.
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